
 

 

The human Group toward a planetary System and Order  

 

 

We intend to sow some thoughts around the idea of a "System", one of the "working directions" 

related to the organic structure and the very name of The Planetary System (TPS), an online platform 

or "plan" set up by a group and workshop of thinkers in order to search for and share "Ideas, 

Formulas and Forms for a new Culture and Civilization".  

 

On the TPS page dedicated to the articles on the concept of System, we read that a "system" is "a 

sturdy composition of elements".  

 

First of all, we can think of the system of numbers... with Pythagoras describing: "Numbers are the 

principle and essence of all things." 

 

The 'sturdy' nature that distinguishes a systemic disposition of the units of a set cannot be rigid, but 

rather stable, integrated, that is, organic, or interactive in a flexible way, in its internal and external 

relations; we could say that 'systemic' is the scientific method of Nature to harmoniously organize 

and order the units or parts of a whole, so that they are "in right relationship" between themselves 

and with the greater Whole. 

 

The Idea of Order is even more dynamic than that of System: Order comes in fact from the Indo-

European root *AR - / *OR - / *UR, which indicates movement toward, motion to unite and, in 

essence, UR means Light, Fire, current of energy. 

 

A very important Formula in the esoteric Teaching combines the flowing energy with the activation 

of consciousness: when energy flows between the two poles of spirit and matter, there is 

relationship or consciousness. Applied to humanity, seeing it as a planetary human system, when 

any individual or human group connects their self-consciousness to planetary consciousness or 

common Good, they open a sliding channel for this higher order of energy, and its "motion to unite." 

Then the energetic power of this individual or human group becomes systemic or collective. 

 

It is as if a plug had been inserted into the power point of the 'common planetary Home'. 

Such an "awareness", we may well suppose, has an intensity and depth very different from the so-

called self-consciousness, ranging from the simple individual registration of a sensation, an emotion 

or an intellectual thought to the awareness of our very qualities and uniqueness. 

 

In contrast, the collective awareness and planetary energetic current is global, systemic, inclusive 

and comprehensive, and penetrates ever more decisively in the world and plane of the intuition or 

"direct understanding", whose "voltage" is always useful and beneficial at a general level. 

 

The individual self-consciousness, the basic principle of the human or fourth natural kingdom of the 

planet, but also the self-consciousness of the various human groups that arise around many different 

reasons - from the more biased to the most well-intentioned - can and will progressively well 

orientate themselves towards a planetary Consciousness, according to the evolutionary Direction 

and Necessity. 

This evolutionary or ordered Advancement toward the planetary Consciousness brings all parts to 

break free and to free thanks to the golden service to the lower in imitation of the higher. We can 



 

 

think of it providing three aspects, according to the three main Laws of the solar system, indicated 

by esoteric Tradition: 

 

According to the Law of the maximum results with minimum effort or resources, or Law of Economy, 

the parts must organize themselves into a unified and unitary System, or a "sturdy composition of 

elements", as do the muscular or the nervous system of a human being, for example, or the system 

of the natural kingdoms of the planet, or the solar system, and so on: 

 

According to the Law of Attraction and Repulsion, the Second and the main Law of this solar System, 

Harmony must be the resounding and progressive rule of "Group consciousness", or that binding 

energy or Love that goes beyond any friction or attachment or partial vision. 

Any System of parts or Group that is truly such has a Heart that pulsates at the center, a motor of 

unity and order: Heart, the core and source of life, is that "sun of its system" which can go beyond 

each formation or partyism to serve the "common good" or its higher function "outside of itself", 

and yet preserved in the deepest nucleus of itself 

 

This Sun of the common Heart of Humanity, latent or rather potential, and yet more and more 

necessary or urgent, nourishes, supports and focuses from the center: 

 

The Fire or Ordered "method to unite", the propelling power of that energetic or dynamic reality 

which is the very structure of life, is the "Hierarchy of Space" and the Principle of overall Unity, also 

of us, the One-humanity. 

Hierarchical Order etymologically means "custodians of the Sacred", of that vital energy, in the 

service of infinite Unity, which can fertilize substance to realize the synthesis of all the parts in a new 

collective Individual. 

 

The sacred Order of Solar Space works, at its level, with the Third Law of Synthesis, which is no 

longer for overcoming conflicts and differences between parts and sides, but for the gradual and 

accelerated strengthening of a joint action by units or monads now able to "cooperate in a 

coordinated manner towards the common Purpose." 

 

System, Group, Order are all wonderful Energies and Ideas to express the synthetic Oneness of all. 

Humanity can and must learn, ever increasingly, to become hierarchical, sacred, to govern as a 

planetary Order, to love as one Group of Hearts and to create a System of harmonic or joyful 

relationships. 

 

In support of what is presented, here are now some extracts from "A Treatise on Cosmic Fire" by 

the Tibetan Master, a text of esoteric Science which is part of that Ancient Wisdom at the base of 

every tradition. 

The term "Logos" is recurrent, which stands for that Entity or divine collective Individual which is 

leading our planet or, in the case of a solar, or cosmic, Logos, stands for that Life or Being that 

"informs" a solar or cosmic system their vehicles of manifestation: 

 

14) (TCF p. 1212) 

“It is a truism in occultism to say that nothing stands alone, yet it is a fact that each infinitesimal 

part of the whole has three relations:  

1. To those units which form its body of manifestation.  



 

 

2. To its own unitary life. 

3. To that greater unit of which it forms a part.  

One of the main things which, it has been said, underlies logoic purpose, is the working out of 

ways which will result in true group unity.  

All that is to be seen might be regarded as a gigantic endeavor on the part of a great Intelligence 

to produce a group. Evolution is to be regarded, therefore, as a vast experiment with this 

objective in view.  

This triple responsibility referred to prior exists for the atom or for the solar Logos, and the trend 

of the evolutionary process is to make each unit, microcosm and macrocosm,  

- an intelligent co-operator,  

- responsive to forces impinging upon it externally,  

- and aware of its own internal economy and of the latent forces and energies with which should 

help to contribute to the good of the whole.  

Man, standing as he does at the middle point in evolution, and marking the stage in the evolution 

of consciousness where a triple awareness is possible, that is; 

- awareness of individuality,  

- awareness of the forces which are subhuman and which must be controlled,  

- and awareness of a place within the plan and purpose of a greater Man 

— must, therefore, rightly be regarded as the most important of the evolutions, for through him 

can be worked out intelligently the laws of group unity for all the three groups: superhuman, 

human, and subhuman.  

 

p. 1216) “... the immediate objective of the human kingdom is consciously to establish systemic 

relations, and be actively, and consciously, part of group work.” 

 

 

In the texts of the Ancient Wisdom, the Model for any Order, Group or harmonic System between 

centers of consciousness, and therefore also for the human and planetary, is shown to be the 

sevenfold canon. This is the Number Seven, the possible permutations or correlations between a 

triad of fundamental principles or aspects of the One. These are the seven Principles of the One Life, 

the Seven Rays or Building Logoi, the seven Creative Hierarchies of solar Space, the seven cosmic 

planes of Substance. 

  

 “The universe is a system of hearts”. (Agni Yoga) 

 

“Life conquers Space through a system of seven centers.” (E. Savoini) 

 

 

Presentation on YouTube Channel: 

 



 

 

This video intends to present and sow some thoughts around the idea of a "System", one of the 

"working directions" related to the organic structure and the very name of The Planetary System 

(TPS), an online platform or "plan" set up by a group and workshop of thinkers in order to search 

for and share "Ideas, Formulas and Forms for a new Culture and Civilization".  

The concept of System, or "sturdy composition of elements", is applied to the whole human Group, 

which is destined to learn to "cooperate in a coordinated manner towards a Purpose", or the 

common Good, in imitation of the higher Models and Orders: 

“... the immediate objective of the human kingdom is consciously to establish systemic relations, 

and be actively, and consciously, part of group work.” (A. A. Bailey, A Treatise on Cosmic Fire, Lucis 

Collection, p. 1216) 

 

---------- 

 

For the text of the video see. … 

For the concept of System see also the articles in the relevant ‘working direction’ in The Planetary 

System (TPS) site: http://blog-en.theplanetarysystem.org/category/3-plan/system/ and for the 

concept of Order see: http://blog-en.theplanetarysystem.org/category/7-order/ 

 

See also the documents “Principles for the development of a system”: 
http://en.theplanetarysystem.org/files/2012/12/TPS-Principles-for-the-development-of-a-

System.pdf and “Asserting the Planetary Plan” http://blog-

en.theplanetarysystem.org/files/2016/11/TPS-Asserting-the-Planetary-Plan.pdf in the TPS 

Documents page: http://blog-en.theplanetarysystem.org/documents/ 

 

For the septenary Canon of the evolutionary Systems applied to the Group work see the video The 

Star Groups and the Laws of Sound: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXql6SI1_Oo 

 

For the TPS project, the Sowing of "Ideas, Formulas and Forms for a new Culture and Civilization", 

see the page of the Manifesto (http://en.theplanetarysystem.org) and the other items in the menu. 
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